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Marine MetagenomicsTechnological Aspects and ApplicationsSpringer
The present eBook is the result of the Frontiers Research Topic entitled “Nutritional and environmental modulation of the
endocrine system: effects on metabolism and growth”. It contains 12 chapters, comprising 7 original research articles, 3 reviews,
and 2 minireviews. The objective of the Research Topic was to provide a multidisciplinary approach of cutting-edge research on
metabolism and growth aiming to address key questions about the interplay between nutritional, environmental or other external
factors (i.e. temperature or pollutants) and signals modulating feed intake with the endocrine system, regulating these processes.
Evidences about the molecular principle behind the complex interactions of all these factors on the control of the endocrine and
nervous systems regulating the metabolic process are presented. The knowledge provided by this eBook focusing in cells, model
organisms and farmed species, have highlighted the importance of dietary and environmental factors, and their interactions with
the endocrine system to regulate growth and metabolism.
Aquatic ecosystems are currently experiencing unprecedented levels of impact from human activities including over-exploitation
of resources, habitat destruction, pollution and the influence of climate change. The impacts of these activities on the microbial
ecology of aquatic environments are only now beginning to be defined. One of the many implications of environmental
degradation and climate change is the geographical expansion of disease- causing microbes such as those from the Vibrio genus.
Elevating sea surface temperatures correlate with increasing Vibrio numbers and disease in marine animals (e.g. corals) and
humans. Contamination of aquatic environments with heavy metals and other pollutants affects microbial ecology with
downstream effects on biogeochemical cycles and nutrient turnover. Also of importance is the pollution of aquatic environments
with antibiotics, resistance genes and the mobile genetic elements that house resistance genes from human and animal waste.
Such contaminated environments act as a source of resistance genes long after an antibiotic has ceased being used in the
community. Environments contaminated with mobile genetic elements that are adapted to human commensals and pathogens
function to capture new resistance genes for potential reintroduction back into clinical environments. This research topic
encompasses these diverse topics and describes the affect(s) of human activity on the microbial ecology and function in aquatic
environments and, describes methods of restoration and for modelling disturbances.
Marine Metagenomics
Respirology
Technological Aspects and Applications
Interactions Between Diets, Gut Microbiota and Host Metabolism
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HIV-Associated Immune Activation and Persistent Inflammation

We are currently experiencing a climate crisis that is associated with extreme weather events worldwide. Some of its most
noticeable effects are increases in temperatures, droughts, and desertification. These effects are already making whole
regions unsuitable for agriculture. Therefore, we urgently need global measures to mitigate the effects of climate
breakdown as well as crop alternatives that are more stress-resilient. These crop alternatives can come from breeding new
varieties of well-established crops, such as wheat and barley. They can also come from promoting underutilized crop
species that are naturally tolerant to some stresses, such as quinoa. Either way, we need to gather more knowledge on how
plants respond to stresses related to climate breakdown, such as heat, water-deficit, flooding high salinity, nitrogen, and
heavy metal stress. This Special Issue provides a timely collection of recent advances in the understanding of plant
responses to these stresses. This information will definitely be useful to the design of new strategies to prevent the loss of
more cultivable land and to reclaim the land that has already been declared unsuitable.
The book addresses functional changes associated with or resulting from pulmonary diseases. Population-based clinical,
epidemiological, and multicenter investigations are presented to provide a comprehensive update on prevalent respiratory
problems; the exemplars are respiratory tract infections, tobacco abuse, chronic obstructive lung diseases, or socioeconomic influence on morbidity. Novel issues related to the function of the carotid body, an organ generating hypoxic
hyperventilation also are tackled. Significant insights into a wide range of related conditions are provided. Chapters are
relevant to the broad readership as they examine health care quality, effectiveness of therapeutic strategies, the patient
quality of life, and other relevant health issues. The authors present late-breaking knowledge and aim at thoughtstimulating viewpoints on timely clinical topics in respiratory medicine.
Mycotoxins are considered the most frequently occurring natural contaminants in human and animal diets. Considering
their potential toxic and carcinogenic effects, mycotoxin exposure assessment has particular importance in the context of
health risk assessment. The magnitude of a given exposure allows the derivation of the associated risk and the potential
for the establishment of a disease. Although food ingestion is considered a major route of human exposure to mycotoxins,
other contexts may also result in exposure, such as specific occupational environments where exposure to organic dust
also occurs due to the handling of organic materials. Animals could be exposed to mycotoxins through consumption of
contaminated feed, subsequently entering in the food chain and thus constituting a source of exposure to humans. Human
biomonitoring is considered a new frontier for the establishment of the human internal exposure to mycotoxins. Although
several studies have summarized the potential outcomes associated with mycotoxin exposure, major gaps in data remain in
recognizing the mycotoxins that are the cause of diseases. This book contributes provides research that supports the
anticipation of potential consequences of the exposure of humans and animals to mycotoxins, future risk assessments, and
the establishment of preventive measures.
Apoptosis and Senescence in Vertebrate Development
Novel Frontiers in Helminth Genomics
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Importance and Applications
Soil Erosion and Sustainable Land Management (SLM)
Anaerobic Digestion
Dr. Baer is the site PI for a clinical trial investigating treatments related to Sjogren’s Syndrome, in
conjunction with Viela Bio. The other Topic Editors declare no competing interests with relation to the
topic theme.
The book provides an overview of research on the remarkable diversity, adaptive genetic differentiation,
and evolutionary complexity of intertidal macroalgae species. Through incorporating molecular data,
ecological niche and model-based phylogeographic inference, this book presents the latest findings and
hypotheses on the spatial distribution and evolution of seaweeds in the context of historical climate
change (e.g. the Quaternary ice ages), contemporary global warming, and increased anthropogenic
influences. The chapters in this book highlight past and current research on seaweed phylogeography and
predict the future trends and directions. This book frames a number of research cases to review how
biogeographic processes and interactive eco-genetic dynamics shaped the demographic histories of
seaweeds, which furthermore enhances our understanding of speciation and diversification in the sea. Dr.
Zi-Min Hu is an associate professor at Institute of Oceanology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Qingdao,
China. Dr. Ceridwen Fraser is a senior lecturer at Fenner School of Environment and Society, Australian
National University, Canberra, Australia.
A measure of the success of a journal is that each new issue, or digital alert, includes a couple of
papers that pique your interest, perhaps adding a new perspective to your research questions. The
collection of papers in this Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution: 2019 Highlights eBook represents a
sample of published papers that attracted the interest of the Specialty Chief Editors and members of the
editorial office. While the collection is largely eclectic, it does represent the breadth and methods of
enquiry that are published in Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution. We hope that some of the contributions
in this collection similarly interest you.
Sustainable eco-technologies for water and wastewater treatment
Stress Response Mechanisms of Bacterial Pathogens
Sjögren’s Syndrome: Pathogenicity, Novel targets and Antigens.
Advances in Applied Bioinformatics in Crops
Autoimmune and Inflammatory Rheumatic Diseases: Identifying Biomarkers of Response to Therapy with
Biologics

The strict relationships between bacteria and plants represent one of the major facets of terrestrial ecology. Depending on the type of
interaction and amount of metabolic advantage one organism can obtain from such relationships, these are classified as mutualistic,
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commensal or parasitic interactions. Within this context, Pseudomonas and Xanthomonas are bacterial genera with a worldwide
spread, capable of establishing all of the above mentioned interactions with plants. Therefore, they represent good models for
studying different lifestyles and, accordingly, deciphering distinct evolutionary trajectories followed by different lineages of a single
genus to infect and/or to establish a mutualistic relationships with the plant. Some members of these two genera are regulated pests
that are recognized as economically major threats for their host crop(s) both in temperate and tropical environments. Some
Pseudomonas and Xanthomonas are key examples of different lifestyles (i.e., mesophyll or vessel-colonizing pathogens, epiphytic
pathogens, plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria, non-pathogenic strains of recognized pathogenic species, etc). Refining our
knowledge on the ecology and epidemiology of these bacterial groups, as well as deciphering their evolutionary dynamics are keys
for understanding their contrasting lifestyles and consequently improving plant disease control. At the same time, insights on the
activation of different plant defense mechanisms as challenged by the different repertoires of virulence factors displayed by
pseudomonads and xanthomonads, would yield new achievements to reduce the threats they pose to cultivated and wild plant species.
This Research Topic focuses on microbial and evolutionary ecology of plant associated Pseudomonas and Xanthomonas, as well as
the genomic and molecular diversity of lineages and the virulence and fitness features involved in the interaction with the host-plant.
Most of the literature available for this Research Topic has been performed for strains isolated in temperate zones. In line with the
long-recognized high social and environmental impact of pests and pathogens in tropical countries, we have welcomed submissions
of studies covering such situations for these areas. This Research Topic gathers high-quality contributions (Original Research,
Methods, Protocols, Hypothesis & Theory, Reviews, Mini Reviews, Focused Reviews) and in order to promote complementary and
original research approaches to improve our knowledge on pseudomonads and xanthomonads-host interactions and their control, it
benefited from the scientific communities currently working on Pseudomonas and Xanthomonas such as the teams dealing with the
Pseudomonas syringae species complex and the French Network on Xanthomonads (FNX).
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is a naturally-occurring biological process in soils, sediments, ruminants, and several other anoxic
environments, that cycles carbon and other nutrients, and converts organic matter into a methane-rich gas. As a biotechnology, AD
is now well-established for the treatment of the organic fraction of various waste materials, including wastewaters, but is also
increasingly applied for an expanding range of organic feedstocks suitable for biological conversion to biogas. AD applications are
classified in various ways, including on the basis of bioreactor design; and operating parameters, such as retention time,
temperature, pH, total solids (TS) and volatile solids (VS) contents, and biodegradability of substrates. AD is an attractive bioenergy
and waste / wastewater treatment technology. The advantages of AD for waste treatment include: production of a useable fuel
(biogas/methane); possibility of high organic loading; reduced carbon footprint; and suitability for integration into a wide variety of
process configurations and scales. Specifically, two important, and developing, applications exemplify the potential of AD
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technologies: (1) the integration of AD as the basis of the core technologies underpinning municipal wastewater, and sewage,
treatment, to displace less sustainable, and more energy-intensive, aerobic biological treatment systems in urban water
infrastructures; and (2) technical innovations for higher-rate conversions of high-solids wastestreams, and feedstocks, for the
production of energy carriers (i.e. methane-biogas, but possibly also biohydrogen) and other industrially-relevant intermediates,
such as organic acids. Internationally, the research effort to maximize AD biogas yield has increased ten-fold over the past decade.
Depending on the feedstocks, bioreactor design and process parameters, fundamental and applied knowledge are still required to
improve conversion rates and biogas yields. This Research Topic cover aspects related to AD processes, such as the effect of
feedstock composition, as well as the effect of feedstock pre-treatment, bioreactor design and operating modes, on process efficiency;
microbial community dynamics and systems biology; influence of macro- and micro-nutrient concentrations and availability; process
control; upgrading and calibration of anaerobic digestion models (e.g. ADM1) considering the biochemical routes as well as the
hydrodynamics in such ecosystems; and novel approaches to process monitoring, such as the development, and application, of novel,
and rapid diagnostic assays, including those based on molecular microbiology. Detailed full-scale application studies were also
particularly welcomed.
This new volume of Methods in Enzymology continues the legacy of this premier serial with quality chapters authored by leaders in
the field. This volume covers microbial metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, and metaproteomics, and includes chapters on such
topics as in-solution FISH for single cell genome preparation, preparation of BAC libraries from marine microbial community DNA,
and preparation of microbial community cDNA for metatranscriptomic analysis in marine plankton. Continues the legacy of this
premier serial with quality chapters authored by leaders in the field Covers microbial metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, and
metaproteomics Contains chapters on such topics as in-solution fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for single cell genome
preparation, preparation of BAC libraries from marine microbial community DNA, and preparation of microbial community cDNA
for metatranscriptomic analysis in marine plankton
Co-treatment of Septage and Faecal Sludge in Sewage Treatment Facilities
Microorganisms in the Deterioration and Preservation of Cultural Heritage
Microbial Metagenomics, Metatranscriptomics, and Metaproteomics
Nutritional and Environmental Modulation of the Endocrine System: Effects on Metabolism and Growth
This book presents the state-of-art marine metagenome research and explains the method of marine metagenomic analysis in an easy-to-understand manner.
Changes in the marine environment due to global warming and pollution have become a major global problem. Maintaining a healthy marine ecosystem
requires advanced environmental monitoring and assessment systems. As such, the book presents a novel metagenomic monitoring method, which has been
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developed for comprehensive analyses of the DNA of microorganisms living in seawater to further our understanding of the dynamics of the marine
environment. The book can be used as a primer for new researchers and as a manual on experimental methods.
This open access book offers a comprehensive overview of the role and potential of microorganisms in the degradation and preservation of cultural
materials (e.g. stone, metals, graphic documents, textiles, paintings, glass, etc.). Microorganisms are a major cause of deterioration in cultural artefacts, both
in the case of outdoor monuments and archaeological finds. This book covers the microorganisms involved in biodeterioration and control methods used to
reduce their impact on cultural artefacts. Additionally, the reader will learn more about how microorganisms can be used for the preservation and protection
of cultural artefacts through bio-based and eco-friendly materials. New avenues for developing methods and materials for the conservation of cultural
artefacts are discussed, together with concrete advances in terms of sustainability, effectiveness and toxicity, making the book essential reading for anyone
interested in microbiology and the preservation of cultural heritage.
Exploring Microorganisms: Recent Advances in Applied Microbiology, contains a selection of papers presented at the VII International Conference on
Environmental, Industrial and Applied Microbiology - BioMicroWorld2017 (Madrid, Spain). This book offers the outcomes of completed and outgoing
research works and experiences of several microbiology research groups across the world. The volume is divided into the following sections: * Agriculture,
Soil, Forest Microbiology * Environmental, Marine, Aquatic Microbiology. Geomicrobiology * BBB - Biodeterioration, Biodegratation, Bioremediation *
Microbiology of Food and Animal Feed * Industrial Microbiology * Microbial Production of High-Value Products: Drugs, Chemicals, Fuels, Electricity ...
* Biotechnologically Relevant Enzymes and Proteins * Medical, Veterinary and Pharmaceutical Microbiology * Antimicrobial Agents and Chemotherapy.
Antimicrobial Resistance * Biofilms * Microbial Physiology, Genetics, Evolution and Adaptation Readers will find this book a useful opportunity to keep
up with the latest research results, insights and advances in the microbiology field.
Mycotoxin Exposure and Related Diseases
Metabolic Interactions Between Bacteria and Phytoplankton
Adaptation and Evolution of Seaweeds under Environmental Change
Systems Pharmacology and Traditional Chinese Medicine
Genetic Variability in Conservation and Selection Programs in the Post-Genomics Era

A critical factor for bacterial survival in any environment is the ability to sense and respond appropriately to insults that cause
stress to the cell, threatening its survival. Most of these stressors first affect the outer surface of the bacterial cell, are sensed in
some way, and defense measures are enacted in response. If the bacteria successfully respond to an encountered stress, they survive
and multiply. If they are unsuccessful or inefficient in their response, it can result in death. Efficiently responding to factors that
induce stress is especially important for bacteria that inhabit environments that are constantly changing, or for those that inhabit
more than one biological niche. In addition, bacterial species that associate with humans and other organisms must be able to
overcome stresses that are produced by the host immune response in order to colonize and cause disease. The wide variety of
stressors encountered by bacteria has resulted in countless strategies that are used by pathogens to overcome these insults, which we
continue to identify. Clearly, a better understanding of these stress response mechanisms may be useful for developing new
strategies to combat bacteria that cause certain infectious diseases. This Research Topic aims to highlight our increasing
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understanding of mechanisms by which bacteria sense and respond to stresses encountered in the host or other environments.
Examples of stress response mechanisms of interest include, but are not limited to those that respond to antimicrobials, host immune
responses, or environmental changes.
The cycling of energy and elements in aquatic environments is controlled by the interaction of autotrophic and heterotrophic
processes. In surface waters of lakes, rivers, and oceans, photosynthetic microalgae and cyanobacteria fix carbon dioxide into
organic matter that is then metabolized by heterotrophic bacteria (and perhaps archaea). Nutrients are remineralized by
heterotrophic processes and subsequently enable phototrophs to grow. The organisms that comprise these two major ecological
guilds are numerous in both numbers and in their genetic diversity, leading to a vast array of physiological and chemical responses
to their environment and to each other. Interactions between bacteria and phytoplankton range from obligate to facultative, as well
as from mutualistic to parasitic, and can be mediated by cell-to-cell attachment or through the release of chemicals. The
contributions to this Research Topic investigate direct or indirect interactions between bacteria and phytoplankton using chemical,
physiological, and/or genetic approaches. Topics include nutrient and vitamin acquisition, algal pathogenesis, microbial community
structure during algal blooms or in algal aquaculture ponds, cell-cell interactions, chemical exudation, signaling molecules, and
nitrogen exchange. These studies span true symbiosis where the interaction is evolutionarily derived, as well as those of indirect
interactions such as bacterial incorporation of phytoplankton-produced organic matter and man-made synthetic symbiosis/synthetic
mutualism.
Microbial reductive dehalogenation mediated by organohalide-respiring bacteria plays a critical role in the natural halogen cycle,
representing a promising solution for removal of organohalide pollutants. This Research Topic presents many of the more recent
advances that have been made in this area. Authors from leading research groups contributed to this eBook, and provided
mechanistic insights into organohalide respiration, as well as their bioremediation implications, at molecular, cellular, community
and system levels.
Seaweed Phylogeography
Organohalide Respiration: New Findings in Metabolic Mechanisms and Bioremediation Applications
Molecular Mechanisms and Genetics of Plant Resistance to Abiotic Stress
Microbial Biofilms
Exploring Microorganisms
This volume of Methods in Enzymology looks at Gene Transfer Vectors for Clinical Application. The chapters provide an
invaluable resource for academics, researchers and students alike. With an international board of authors, this volume covers
such topics as General principles of retrovirus vector design, Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD), Gene therapy for
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blindness, and Retrovirus genetic strategy and vector design. Chapters provide an invaluable resource for academics,
researchers and students alike International board of authors This volume covers such topics as general principles of
retrovirus vector design, chronic granulomatous disease (CGD), gene therapy for blindness, and retrovirus genetic strategy
and vector design
One of the major challenges in the world is to provide clean water and sanitation for all. With 3% fresh water reserves in the
earth, there are more than 1 billion people who still lack access to clean drinking water. The declining water quality has not
only reduced the life expectancy of humans, but it has also contributed to the deleterious negative impacts on aquatic/marine
life, flora, fauna and the ecosystem. However, with rapid technological advancements and the availability of advanced
scientific instruments, there has been substantial improvement in the design and operation of water and wastewater
treatment systems. Recently, these sustainable eco-technologies have been designed and operated to offer the following
advantages: (i) a smaller footprint, (ii) less maintenance, (iii) >99% removal of contaminants, (iv) provides the option for
resource recovery, (v) less energy consumption, (vi) minimal use of chemicals, and (vii) less investment and operational costs.
This book highlights the technologies used for the removal of pollutants such as dyes, uranium, cyanotoxins, faecal
contamination and P/N compounds from water environments, and shows that ecotechnologies are becoming more and more
important and playing critical role in removing a wide variety of organic and inorganic pollutants from water. In Focus – a
book series that showcases the latest accomplishments in water research. Each book focuses on a specialist area with papers
from top experts in the field. It aims to be a vehicle for in-depth understanding and inspire further conversations in the
sector.
This Special Issue titled “Soil Erosion and Sustainable Land Management” presents 13 chapters organized into four main
parts. The first part deals with assessment of soil erosion that covers historical sediment dating to understand past
environmental impacts due to tillage; laboratory simulation to clarify the effect of soil surface microtopography; integrated
field observation and the random forest machine learning algorithm to assess watershed-scale soil erosion assessment; and
developing the sediment delivery distributed (SEDD) model for sub-watershed erosion risk prioritization. In Part II, the
factors controlling soil erosion and vegetation degradation as influenced by topographic positions and climatic regions; longterm land use change; and improper implementation of land management measures are well dealt with. Part III presents
different land management technologies that could reduce soil erosion at various spatial scales; improve land productivity of
marginal lands with soil microbes; and reclaim degraded farmland using dredged reservoir sediments. The final part relates
livelihood diversification to climate vulnerability as well as the coping strategy to the adverse impacts of soil erosion through
sustainable land management implementation which opens prospects for policy formulation. The studies cover regions of
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Africa, Europe, North America and Asia, being dominantly conducted under the framework of international scientific
collaborations through employing a range techniques and scales, from the laboratory to watershed scales. We believe those
unique features of the book could attract the interest of the wider scientific community worldwide.
Transcriptional Regulation: Molecules, Involved Mechanisms and Misregulation
Exploring the Growing Role of Cyanobacteria in Industrial Biotechnology and Sustainability
Insights of Fermented Foods and Beverages: Microbiology and Health-Promoting Benefits
Parenthood From Biology to Relation. Prevention, Assessment and Interventions for Developmental and Clinical Issues
Dietary Carbohydrate Digestibility and Metabolic Effects in Human Health

This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue Transcriptional Regulation: Molecules, Involved Mechanisms and Misregulation that was
published in IJMS
Environmental engineering has a leading role in the elimination of ecological threats, and deals, in brief, with securing technically the conditions
which create a safe environment for mankind to live in. Due to its interdisciplinary character it can deal with a wide range of technical and
technological problems. Since environmental engineering use
In the book Microbial Biofilms: Importance and applications, eminent scientists provide an up-to-date review of the present and future trends on
biofilm-related research. This book is divided with four subdivisions as biofilm fundamentals, applications, health aspects, and their control.
Moreover, this book also provides a comprehensive account on microbial interactions in biofilms, pyocyanin, and extracellular DNA in
facilitating Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm formation, atomic force microscopic studies of biofilms, and biofilms in beverage industry. The
book comprises a total of 21 chapters from valued contributions from world leading experts in Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Serbia,
Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Republic of Korea, Mexico, Poland, Portugal, and Turkey. This book
may be used as a text or reference for everyone interested in biofilms and their applications. It is also highly recommended for environmental
microbiologists, soil scientists, medical microbiologists, bioremediation experts, and microbiologists working in biocorrosion, biofouling,
biodegradation, water microbiology, quorum sensing, and many other related areas. Scientists in academia, research laboratories, and industry
will also find it of interest.
Gene Transfer Vectors for Clinical Application
Recent Advances in Applied Microbiology
Anthropogenic Impacts on the Microbial Ecology and Function of Aquatic Environments
Globally or Regionally Spread of Epidemic Plasmids Carrying Clinically Important Resistance Genes: Epidemiology, Molecular Mechanism, and
Drivers
Xenobiotics and the Gut Microbiome in Health and Disease
Over the past few years on-site sanitation has been widely promoted as a solution which can be quickly
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implemented to address sanitation issues, and it is gaining traction. As such, treatment of the contents emptied
from on-site containments has become a pressing issue. While dedicated treatment facilities for this purpose have
been advocated, co-treating these wastes in sewage treatment facilities is a promising option, which many
countries have implemented or are exploring. This option maximises the utilisation of city infrastructure. In cases
where the existing sewage treatment facilities are underutilised, co-treatment presents a ready solution for
managing fecal sludge and septage. In spite of co-treatment being a well-known practice in many countries, it
remains clouded in uncertainty, especially regarding the technical advisability, and potential risks of co-treating
fecal sludge or septage in sewage treatment plants. Planners and decision-makers are often very apprehensive in
considering co-treatment. As a result, the opportunity to better utilise available infrastructure for co-treatment of
sludge is often being missed. Meanwhile, there are also many cases where co-treatment has been tried, either
successfully or otherwise, but it has not been possible to draw conclusions from these, to guide the way forward.
This guide book explores some of the basic principles behind sewage treatment, and how it may be impacted by
co-treatment of wastes from on-site containments, to try to throw some light on how co-treatment could be
considered, in an incremental manner, recognising risks and mitigating them. It is intended to facilitate a better
understanding among planners, engineers, decision makers and technical practitioners and to help them evaluate
and consider the option of co-treatment.
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 2019 Highlights
Evolutionary Trajectories in Plant-Associated Pseudomonas and Xanthomonas Strains
The Role of Complement in Health and Disease
Plant Responses to Phytophagous Mites/Thrips and Search for Resistance
Environmental Engineering IV
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